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Universal Cash Drawer (UCD)
The UCD (Universal Cash Drawer) was constructed using the latest
production methods. It is robust, lightweight and offers large capacity
at a minimum size.
The removable and folding coin insert simplifies the cash handling.
Folding and locking the insert reduces to a minimum the time the
contents are visible. In addition, transportation is simplified. When folded
together, the dimensions of the insert also offer space advantages when
being stored in the safe. The coin and note compartments are flexible
and can be adapted for use with international currencies.
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Market Sectors and Customers
The UCD cash drawer is suitable for all areas of
the retail and hospitality industries, in which a
secure and simple to handle solution needs to
be used.

High security
The technical concept of the UCD
makes it easier to remove the cash
insert, which can be folded together.
The operator can close and lock the
cash insert and transport this box
simply and securely. No additional
cover plate is required. During
transport the insert is locked and
the contents are not visible to others.
When folded together, the dimensions
of the insert also offer space
advantages when being stored in
the safe.
Usable in all POS systems
The UCD fits to all POS systems.
The UCD contains an interchangeable
release device on the back which
ensures easy connection to various
models. When there is a system
change, only a new release needs
to be installed rather than having to
replace the whole drawer.
Lockable cash drawer
The cash drawer is opened
electrically via a connection to
the POS system or to the printer.
High-quality telescopic rails guarantee
a long lifecycle in all market sectors,
even those with heavy use. There is
a quality lock on the front. A second
security lock can be fitted as an
option, which offers up to 2,000 lock
combinations thus providing even
more security.
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Flexible interior
The inside of the cash drawer can
be organised flexibly and thus
adapted to the currency used. In
the standard Euro configuration,
there are four note and eight coin
compartments. If desired, a fifth note
compartment can be made from two
coin compartments. The remaining
six coin compartments can equally
be increased to eight by adding two
additional separators.
The UCD offers a wide media slot on
the front. Cheques and receipts can
be securely inserted without having to
open the cash drawer.
Options
Additional security lock on the front
Coin counting insert (Inkiess)
Coin cup set (weighable)
Technical data
Dimensions
W: 385 mm, H: 95 mm, D: 435 mm
Weight
4.75 kg
Colours
Light grey: RAL 9002
Anthracite: RAL 7021

Benefits
For use with all POS hardware
Interchangeable release technology
enables economical continued use
with new POS hardware
Removable and foldable cash insert,
flexible arrangement of the coin
and note compartments, receipt
compartment accessible from the
outside
High degree of security as the
operator can close and lock the cash
insert and transport the box simply
and securely
Folded together, the dimensions of the
cash insert save space when stored in
the safe
High-quality telescopic runners
guarantee long lifecycles in all sectors
even those with heavy use
Quality lock as standard with the
possibility of adding a second lock
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